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Introduction

Thank you for purchasing one or more of our KARMA-fied Combi Collections for the Korg
Triton Series and KARMA Triton Software! These collections of high quality, new and original
Combis contain a wide variety of styles, ranging from a mixture of dance categories to rock to
jazz to ambient pads and special FX. Each Combi uses all four available KARMA Modules for
maximum sonic possibilities, and to demonstrate the power and potential of multiple GE’s.

Factory Programs Required

All four Karma-Lab Sound Sets are Combi data only collections (no new Program data is
included). Each Combi relies on the Korg Karma Factory PRELOAD Program Data residing in
Program Banks A, B and C of your Triton to sound and play as intended. For KARMA Triton, this
data is included in the PCG and KDF files that are provided to you. If you are not sure what’s in
your Triton, you should back it up first to a floppy or otherwise, and then load the entire
package from the included Chemistry PCG file, or by sending each bank via SysEx from the
SysEx Menu in KARMA Triton. Be sure to back up whatever data is in your Triton first, because
this will overwrite it!

Note about the GEs: Chemistry 2, Chemistry 3, and Reincarnation 1 utilize some of the new GEs
produced by Korg for the EXB 04 and 05 Expansion boards (for the Korg Karma). Therefore, it
includes all 192 GEs from that release, along with the 1190 Korg Karma Factory PRELOAD GEs.
Furthermore, Chemistry 2 includes 76 new or modified GEs, Chemistry 3 includes 128 new GEs,
and Reincarnation 1 includes 32 new or modified GEs as well.

Creating Floppies Or Preparing Media For Downloaded Files

If you ordered the files on a floppy disk (for Tritons that use floppies), skip this section and
proceed directly to the next section “Installing Karma-Lab Combi Collections”. You can also
send the data via SysEx from KARMA Triton Software, although this takes a bit of time and is
more involved than using media. Please see the section at the end of this document for more
information.

Preparing the files:

When you go to the download page that is sent to you via e-mail, there will be 2 different files
available - one for Windows users (.zip), and one for Mac Users (.sit). Download the one that is
appropriate for your system.

These files are compressed folders - you will need a decompression utility to open them. It is
likely you already have experience doing this. The Windows standard is “Winzip,” while the
Mac standard is “Stuff-it.” However, both Windows and Mac users can use Stuff-it Expander
(free) to decompress the appropriate file. If you need a decompression utility, there is a link on
the download page.

After decompressing the file, you will have a folder on your hard drive named according to the
collection(s) you have purchased – for example, “chem12rein1” (indicating Chemistry 1 + 2 +
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Reincarnation 1). Inside will be .PCG file(s), a matching .KDF file, as well as this document and
the User’s Guides for the collections.

Creating the floppy disk(s) or preparing media:

- For Tritons that use Smart Media or Compact Flash, it is assumed you have a formatted media
card available, and some way to mount the media on your computer such as a media card
reader (if not, see section at the end of this document regarding using SysEx to send the data).

- For Tritons that use a floppy disk drive, format a new HD floppy on your Triton, using the Disk
Mode Utility Page]. Press UTILITY or the Page Menu button and select “Format” - you can use
the “Quick Format” option.

- After the disk(s) or media cards are formatted and ejected from the Triton, insert them into
your computer ‘s floppy drive or media card reader. Copy (click and drag) just the files that
end in .PCG to the media. Do not drag any folders or document files or KDF files to the floppy.

Installing Karma-Lab Combi Collections

IMPORTANT WARNING: it is always highly recommended to make a backup of the current
contents of your Triton (Save PCG) before loading sounds, in case any error is made during the
loading process.

All four Karma-Lab Combi Collections (256 combis) can be installed in your Triton at the same
time, provided you have two open banks of combis.

In order to minimize the number of files (and resulting confusion), the Karma-Lab sounds have
been provided preconfigured to Bank C (in the PCG Files) and Banks C & D (in the KDF Files). By
following these installation instructions, you can load them into any of the combi banks you
choose.

Please use the table on the next page to locate the correct installation instructions for the
collections that you have purchased (to install using floppies or other media). To install by
sending SysEx data from KARMA Triton, see the section at the end of this document.
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Installation Instructions (click on your collection):

(Single Sets)

Chemistry 1

Chemistry 2

Chemistry 3

Reincarnation 1

(2 Set Collections)

Chemistry 1 + 2

Chemistry 1 + 3

Chemistry 2 + 3

Chemistry 1 + Reincarnation 1

Chemistry 2 + Reincarnation 1

Chemistry 3 + Reincarnation 1

(3 Set Collections)

Chemistry 1 + 2 + 3

Chemistry 1 + 2 + Reincarnation 1

Chemistry 1 + 3 + Reincarnation 1

Chemistry 2 + 3 + Reincarnation 1

(4 Set Collections)

Chemistry 1 + 2 + 3 + Reincarnation 1

IMPORTANT WARNING: it is always highly recommended to make a backup of the current
contents of your Triton (Save PCG) before loading sounds, in case any error is made during the
loading process.

Reference: User GE Arrangement for various configurations of Sound Sets

Chemistry 1, 2, 3, Reincarnation 1, and EXB04/05
GE Bank 10 [A B C D] - EXB04/05 GEs (128)
GE Bank 11 [E F] - EXB04/05 GEs (64)
GE Bank 11 [G H] – Chemistry 2 GEs (64)
GE Bank 12 [I] – Chemistry 2 GEs (12), Chemistry 3 GEs (6)
GE Bank 12 [J]J - Reincarnation 1 GEs (32)
GE Bank 13 [A B C D] 2 – Chemistry 3 GEs (128)
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How to load the “Chemistry 1 Collection”

Files required:

CHEM1KT.PCG Combis for Chemistry 1 (0...63).

PRGPREKT.PCG Korg Karma Factory PRELOAD Programs A, B and C.

1. Load the bank of Combis containing Chemistry 1 from .PCG:

a. Put the media containing the files into the Triton. Go to Disk/Media Mode [Load].
b. Cursor to and select CHEM1KT.PCG. Press the OPEN button. You will see

“Combinations” and it should be highlighted.
c. Press OPEN again. You will see “Bank C” and it should be highlighted.
d. For Triton Le, Tr or Rack, press [F8] UTILITY and “Load selected” should be

highlighted. Then press [F8] UTILITY again. For Triton Classic, Studio or Extreme,
touch the Page Menu button and select “Load Selected.”

e. A dialog will pop up allowing you to specify the Bank into which you would like to
load the combis. If you want them to go into Bank F (for example), you would set
this to Combi Bank F.

f. Press [F8] UTILITY (Le, Tr, Rack) or touch “OK” (Classic, Studio, Extreme) and the
bank of combis will be loaded.

2. Load the three Korg Karma Factory Program Banks A, B, C and Drum Kits A/B (if necessary)

a. Continuing from above, press the UP button to go backwards out of the file until
you reach the top level again and the UP button is grayed out.

b. Cursor to and select PRGPREKT.PCG.
c .  For Triton Le, Tr or Rack, press [F8] UTILITY and “Load selected” should be

highlighted. Then press [F8] UTILITY again. For Triton Classic, Studio or Extreme,
touch the Page Menu button and select “Load Selected.”

d. A dialog will pop up showing options for loading other files. It is not necessary to
checkmark any other options. Simply press [F8] UTILITY (Le, Tr, Rack) or touch “OK”
(Classic, Studio, Extreme) and the three banks of Programs and bank of Drum Kits
will be loaded.

3. Turn the Triton Off and then On again before playing your new sounds.
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How to load the “Chemistry 2 Collection”

Files required:

CHEM2KT.PCG Combis for Chemistry 2 (0...63).

PRGPREKT.PCG Korg Karma Factory PRELOAD Programs A, B and C.

1. Load the bank of Combis containing Chemistry 2 from .PCG:

a. Put the media containing the files into the Triton. Go to Disk/Media Mode [Load].
b. Cursor to and select CHEM2KT.PCG. Press the OPEN button. You will see

“Combinations” and it should be highlighted.
c. Press OPEN again. You will see “Bank C” and it should be highlighted.
d. For Triton Le, Tr or Rack, press [F8] UTILITY and “Load selected” should be

highlighted. Then press [F8] UTILITY again. For Triton Classic, Studio or Extreme,
touch the Page Menu button and select “Load Selected.”

e. A dialog will pop up allowing you to specify the Bank into which you would like to
load the combis. If you want them to go into Bank F (for example), you would set
this to Combi Bank F.

f. Press [F8] UTILITY (Le, Tr, Rack) or touch “OK” (Classic, Studio, Extreme) and the
bank of combis will be loaded.

2. Load the three Korg Karma Factory Program Banks A, B, C and Drum Kits A/B (if necessary)

a. Continuing from above, press the UP button to go backwards out of the file until
you reach the top level again and the UP button is grayed out.

b. Cursor to and select PRGPREKT.PCG.
c .  For Triton Le, Tr or Rack, press [F8] UTILITY and “Load selected” should be

highlighted. Then press [F8] UTILITY again. For Triton Classic, Studio or Extreme,
touch the Page Menu button and select “Load Selected.”

d. A dialog will pop up showing options for loading other files. It is not necessary to
checkmark any other options. Simply press [F8] UTILITY (Le, Tr, Rack) or touch “OK”
(Classic, Studio, Extreme) and the three banks of Programs and bank of Drum Kits
will be loaded.

3. Turn the Triton Off and then On again before playing your new sounds.
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How to load the “Chemistry 3 Collection”

Files required:

CHEM3KT.PCG Combis for Chemistry 3 (0...63).

PRGPREKT.PCG Korg Karma Factory PRELOAD Programs A, B and C.

1. Load the bank of Combis containing Chemistry 3 from .PCG:

a. Put the media containing the files into the Triton. Go to Disk/Media Mode [Load].
b. Cursor to and select CHEM3KT.PCG. Press the OPEN button. You will see

“Combinations” and it should be highlighted.
c. Press OPEN again. You will see “Bank C” and it should be highlighted.
d. For Triton Le, Tr or Rack, press [F8] UTILITY and “Load selected” should be

highlighted. Then press [F8] UTILITY again. For Triton Classic, Studio or Extreme,
touch the Page Menu button and select “Load Selected.”

e. A dialog will pop up allowing you to specify the Bank into which you would like to
load the combis. If you want them to go into Bank F (for example), you would set
this to Combi Bank F.

f. Press [F8] UTILITY (Le, Tr, Rack) or touch “OK” (Classic, Studio, Extreme) and the
bank of combis will be loaded.

2. Load the three Korg Karma Factory Program Banks A, B, C and Drum Kits A/B (if necessary)

a. Continuing from above, press the UP button to go backwards out of the file until
you reach the top level again and the UP button is grayed out.

b. Cursor to and select PRGPREKT.PCG.
c .  For Triton Le, Tr or Rack, press [F8] UTILITY and “Load selected” should be

highlighted. Then press [F8] UTILITY again. For Triton Classic, Studio or Extreme,
touch the Page Menu button and select “Load Selected.”

d. A dialog will pop up showing options for loading other files. It is not necessary to
checkmark any other options. Simply press [F8] UTILITY (Le, Tr, Rack) or touch “OK”
(Classic, Studio, Extreme) and the three banks of Programs and bank of Drum Kits
will be loaded.

3. Turn the Triton Off and then On again before playing your new sounds.
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How to load the “Reincarnation 1 Collection”

Files required:

REIN1KT.PCG Combis for Reincarnation 1 (0...63).

PRGPREKT.PCG Korg Karma Factory PRELOAD Programs A, B and C.

1. Load the bank of Combis containing Reincarnation 1 from .PCG:

a. Put the media containing the files into the Triton. Go to Disk/Media Mode [Load].
b. Cursor to and select REIN1KT.PCG. Press the OPEN button. You will see

“Combinations” and it should be highlighted.
c. Press OPEN again. You will see “Bank C” and it should be highlighted.
d. For Triton Le, Tr or Rack, press [F8] UTILITY and “Load selected” should be

highlighted. Then press [F8] UTILITY again. For Triton Classic, Studio or Extreme,
touch the Page Menu button and select “Load Selected.”

e. A dialog will pop up allowing you to specify the Bank into which you would like to
load the combis. If you want them to go into Bank F (for example), you would set
this to Combi Bank F.

f. Press [F8] UTILITY (Le, Tr, Rack) or touch “OK” (Classic, Studio, Extreme) and the
bank of combis will be loaded.

2. Load the three Korg Karma Factory Program Banks A, B, C and Drum Kits A/B (if necessary)

a. Continuing from above, press the UP button to go backwards out of the file until
you reach the top level again and the UP button is grayed out.

b. Cursor to and select PRGPREKT.PCG.
c .  For Triton Le, Tr or Rack, press [F8] UTILITY and “Load selected” should be

highlighted. Then press [F8] UTILITY again. For Triton Classic, Studio or Extreme,
touch the Page Menu button and select “Load Selected.”

d. A dialog will pop up showing options for loading other files. It is not necessary to
checkmark any other options. Simply press [F8] UTILITY (Le, Tr, Rack) or touch “OK”
(Classic, Studio, Extreme) and the three banks of Programs and bank of Drum Kits
will be loaded.

3. Turn the Triton Off and then On again before playing your new sounds.
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How to load the “Chemistry 1 + 2 Package”

Files required:

CHEM12KT.PCG Combis for Chemistry 1 (0...63) and Chemistry 2 (64...127) in a single
bank.

PRGPREKT.PCG Korg Karma Factory PRELOAD Programs A, B and C.

1. Load the single bank of Combis containing Chemistry 1 and Chemistry 2 from .PCG:

a. Put the media containing the files into the Triton. Go to Disk/Media Mode [Load].
b. Cursor to and select CHEM12KT.PCG. Press the OPEN button. You will see

“Combinations” and it should be highlighted.
c. Press OPEN again. You will see “Bank C” and it should be highlighted.
d. For Triton Le, Tr or Rack, press [F8] UTILITY and “Load selected” should be

highlighted. Then press [F8] UTILITY again. For Triton Classic, Studio or Extreme,
touch the Page Menu button and select “Load Selected.”

e. A dialog will pop up allowing you to specify the Bank into which you would like to
load the combis. If you want them to go into Bank F (for example), you would set
this to Combi Bank F.

f. Press [F8] UTILITY (Le, Tr, Rack) or touch “OK” (Classic, Studio, Extreme) and the
bank of combis will be loaded.

2. Load the three Korg Karma Factory Program Banks A, B, C and Drum Kits A/B (if necessary)

a. Continuing from above, press the UP button to go backwards out of the file until
you reach the top level again and the UP button is grayed out.

b. Cursor to and select PRGPREKT.PCG.
c .  For Triton Le, Tr or Rack, press [F8] UTILITY and “Load selected” should be

highlighted. Then press [F8] UTILITY again. For Triton Classic, Studio or Extreme,
touch the Page Menu button and select “Load Selected.”

d. A dialog will pop up showing options for loading other files. It is not necessary to
checkmark any other options. Simply press [F8] UTILITY (Le, Tr, Rack) or touch “OK”
(Classic, Studio, Extreme) and the three banks of Programs and bank of Drum Kits
will be loaded.

3. Turn the Triton Off and then On again before playing your new sounds.
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How to load the “Chemistry 1 + 3 Package”

Files required:

CHEM13KT.PCG Combis for Chemistry 1 (0...63) and Chemistry 3 (64...127) in a single
bank.

PRGPREKT.PCG Korg Karma Factory PRELOAD Programs A, B and C.

1. Load the single bank of Combis containing Chemistry 1 and Chemistry 3 from .PCG:

a. Put the media containing the files into the Triton. Go to Disk/Media Mode [Load].
b. Cursor to and select CHEM13KT.PCG. Press the OPEN button. You will see

“Combinations” and it should be highlighted.
c. Press OPEN again. You will see “Bank C” and it should be highlighted.
d. For Triton Le, Tr or Rack, press [F8] UTILITY and “Load selected” should be

highlighted. Then press [F8] UTILITY again. For Triton Classic, Studio or Extreme,
touch the Page Menu button and select “Load Selected.”

e. A dialog will pop up allowing you to specify the Bank into which you would like to
load the combis. If you want them to go into Bank F (for example), you would set
this to Combi Bank F.

f. Press [F8] UTILITY (Le, Tr, Rack) or touch “OK” (Classic, Studio, Extreme) and the
bank of combis will be loaded.

2. Load the three Korg Karma Factory Program Banks A, B, C and Drum Kits A/B (if necessary)

a. Continuing from above, press the UP button to go backwards out of the file until
you reach the top level again and the UP button is grayed out.

b. Cursor to and select PRGPREKT.PCG.
c .  For Triton Le, Tr or Rack, press [F8] UTILITY and “Load selected” should be

highlighted. Then press [F8] UTILITY again. For Triton Classic, Studio or Extreme,
touch the Page Menu button and select “Load Selected.”

d. A dialog will pop up showing options for loading other files. It is not necessary to
checkmark any other options. Simply press [F8] UTILITY (Le, Tr, Rack) or touch “OK”
(Classic, Studio, Extreme) and the three banks of Programs and bank of Drum Kits
will be loaded.

3. Turn the Triton Off and then On again before playing your new sounds.
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How to load the “Chemistry 2 + 3 Package”

Files required:

CHEM23KT.PCG Combis for Chemistry 2 (0...63) and Chemistry 3 (64...127) in a single
bank.

PRGPREKT.PCG Korg Karma Factory PRELOAD Programs A, B and C.

1. Load the single bank of Combis containing Chemistry 2 and Chemistry 3 from .PCG:

a. Put the media containing the files into the Triton. Go to Disk/Media Mode [Load].
b. Cursor to and select CHEM23KT.PCG. Press the OPEN button. You will see

“Combinations” and it should be highlighted.
c. Press OPEN again. You will see “Bank C” and it should be highlighted.
d. For Triton Le, Tr or Rack, press [F8] UTILITY and “Load selected” should be

highlighted. Then press [F8] UTILITY again. For Triton Classic, Studio or Extreme,
touch the Page Menu button and select “Load Selected.”

e. A dialog will pop up allowing you to specify the Bank into which you would like to
load the combis. If you want them to go into Bank F (for example), you would set
this to Combi Bank F.

f. Press [F8] UTILITY (Le, Tr, Rack) or touch “OK” (Classic, Studio, Extreme) and the
bank of combis will be loaded.

2. Load the three Korg Karma Factory Program Banks A, B, C and Drum Kits A/B (if necessary)

a. Continuing from above, press the UP button to go backwards out of the file until
you reach the top level again and the UP button is grayed out.

b. Cursor to and select PRGPREKT.PCG.
c .  For Triton Le, Tr or Rack, press [F8] UTILITY and “Load selected” should be

highlighted. Then press [F8] UTILITY again. For Triton Classic, Studio or Extreme,
touch the Page Menu button and select “Load Selected.”

d. A dialog will pop up showing options for loading other files. It is not necessary to
checkmark any other options. Simply press [F8] UTILITY (Le, Tr, Rack) or touch “OK”
(Classic, Studio, Extreme) and the three banks of Programs and bank of Drum Kits
will be loaded.

3. Turn the Triton Off and then On again before playing your new sounds.
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How to load the “Chemistry 1 + Reincarnation 1 Package”

Files required:

CH1RE1KT.PCG Combis for Chemistry 1 (0...63) and Reincarnation 1 (64...127) in a
single bank.

PRGPREKT.PCG Korg Karma Factory PRELOAD Programs A, B and C.

1. Load the single bank of Combis containing Chemistry 1 and Reincarnation 1 from .PCG:

a. Put the media containing the files into the Triton. Go to Disk/Media Mode [Load].
b. Cursor to and select CH1RE1KT.PCG. Press the OPEN button. You will see

“Combinations” and it should be highlighted.
c. Press OPEN again. You will see “Bank C” and it should be highlighted.
d. For Triton Le, Tr or Rack, press [F8] UTILITY and “Load selected” should be

highlighted. Then press [F8] UTILITY again. For Triton Classic, Studio or Extreme,
touch the Page Menu button and select “Load Selected.”

e. A dialog will pop up allowing you to specify the Bank into which you would like to
load the combis. If you want them to go into Bank F (for example), you would set
this to Combi Bank F.

f. Press [F8] UTILITY (Le, Tr, Rack) or touch “OK” (Classic, Studio, Extreme) and the
bank of combis will be loaded.

2. Load the three Korg Karma Factory Program Banks A, B, C and Drum Kits A/B (if necessary)

a. Continuing from above, press the UP button to go backwards out of the file until
you reach the top level again and the UP button is grayed out.

b. Cursor to and select PRGPREKT.PCG.
c .  For Triton Le, Tr or Rack, press [F8] UTILITY and “Load selected” should be

highlighted. Then press [F8] UTILITY again. For Triton Classic, Studio or Extreme,
touch the Page Menu button and select “Load Selected.”

d. A dialog will pop up showing options for loading other files. It is not necessary to
checkmark any other options. Simply press [F8] UTILITY (Le, Tr, Rack) or touch “OK”
(Classic, Studio, Extreme) and the three banks of Programs and bank of Drum Kits
will be loaded.

3. Turn the Triton Off and then On again before playing your new sounds.
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How to load the “Chemistry 2 + Reincarnation 1 Package”

Files required:

CH2RE1KT.PCG Combis for Chemistry 2 (0...63) and Reincarnation 1 (64...127) in a
single bank.

PRGPREKT.PCG Korg Karma Factory PRELOAD Programs A, B and C.

1. Load the single bank of Combis containing Chemistry 2 and Reincarnation 1 from .PCG:

a. Put the media containing the files into the Triton. Go to Disk/Media Mode [Load].
b. Cursor to and select CH2RE1KT.PCG. Press the OPEN button. You will see

“Combinations” and it should be highlighted.
c. Press OPEN again. You will see “Bank C” and it should be highlighted.
d. For Triton Le, Tr or Rack, press [F8] UTILITY and “Load selected” should be

highlighted. Then press [F8] UTILITY again. For Triton Classic, Studio or Extreme,
touch the Page Menu button and select “Load Selected.”

e. A dialog will pop up allowing you to specify the Bank into which you would like to
load the combis. If you want them to go into Bank F (for example), you would set
this to Combi Bank F.

f. Press [F8] UTILITY (Le, Tr, Rack) or touch “OK” (Classic, Studio, Extreme) and the
bank of combis will be loaded.

2. Load the three Korg Karma Factory Program Banks A, B, C and Drum Kits A/B (if necessary)

a. Continuing from above, press the UP button to go backwards out of the file until
you reach the top level again and the UP button is grayed out.

b. Cursor to and select PRGPREKT.PCG.
c .  For Triton Le, Tr or Rack, press [F8] UTILITY and “Load selected” should be

highlighted. Then press [F8] UTILITY again. For Triton Classic, Studio or Extreme,
touch the Page Menu button and select “Load Selected.”

d. A dialog will pop up showing options for loading other files. It is not necessary to
checkmark any other options. Simply press [F8] UTILITY (Le, Tr, Rack) or touch “OK”
(Classic, Studio, Extreme) and the three banks of Programs and bank of Drum Kits
will be loaded.

3. Turn the Triton Off and then On again before playing your new sounds.
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How to load the “Chemistry 3 + Reincarnation 1 Package”

Files required:

CH3RE1KT.PCG Combis for Chemistry 3 (0...63) and Reincarnation 1 (64...127) in a
single bank.

PRGPREKT.PCG Korg Karma Factory PRELOAD Programs A, B and C.

1. Load the single bank of Combis containing Chemistry 3 and Reincarnation 1 from .PCG:

a. Put the media containing the files into the Triton. Go to Disk/Media Mode [Load].
b. Cursor to and select CH3RE1KT.PCG. Press the OPEN button. You will see

“Combinations” and it should be highlighted.
c. Press OPEN again. You will see “Bank C” and it should be highlighted.
d. For Triton Le, Tr or Rack, press [F8] UTILITY and “Load selected” should be

highlighted. Then press [F8] UTILITY again. For Triton Classic, Studio or Extreme,
touch the Page Menu button and select “Load Selected.”

e. A dialog will pop up allowing you to specify the Bank into which you would like to
load the combis. If you want them to go into Bank F (for example), you would set
this to Combi Bank F.

f. Press [F8] UTILITY (Le, Tr, Rack) or touch “OK” (Classic, Studio, Extreme) and the
bank of combis will be loaded.

2. Load the three Korg Karma Factory Program Banks A, B, C and Drum Kits A/B (if necessary)

a. Continuing from above, press the UP button to go backwards out of the file until
you reach the top level again and the UP button is grayed out.

b. Cursor to and select PRGPREKT.PCG.
c .  For Triton Le, Tr or Rack, press [F8] UTILITY and “Load selected” should be

highlighted. Then press [F8] UTILITY again. For Triton Classic, Studio or Extreme,
touch the Page Menu button and select “Load Selected.”

d. A dialog will pop up showing options for loading other files. It is not necessary to
checkmark any other options. Simply press [F8] UTILITY (Le, Tr, Rack) or touch “OK”
(Classic, Studio, Extreme) and the three banks of Programs and bank of Drum Kits
will be loaded.

3. Turn the Triton Off and then On again before playing your new sounds.
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How to load the “Chemistry 1 + 2 + 3 Package”

Files required:

CHEM12KT.PCG Combis for Chemistry 1 (0...63) and Chemistry 2 (64…127) in a single
bank.

CHEM3KT.PCG Combis for Chemistry 3 (0...63).

PRGPREKT.PCG Korg Karma Factory PRELOAD Programs A, B and C.

1. Load the single bank of Combis containing Chemistry 1 + 2 from .PCG:

a. Put the media containing the files into the Triton. Go to Disk/Media Mode [Load].
b. Cursor to and select CHEM12KT.PCG. Press the OPEN button. You will see

“Combinations” and it should be highlighted.
c. Press OPEN again. You will see “Bank C” and it should be highlighted.
d. For Triton Le, Tr or Rack, press [F8] UTILITY and “Load selected” should be

highlighted. Then press [F8] UTILITY again. For Triton Classic, Studio or Extreme,
touch the Page Menu button and select “Load Selected.”

e. A dialog will pop up allowing you to specify the Bank into which you would like to
load the combis. If you want them to go into Bank F (for example), you would set
this to Combi Bank F.

f. Press [F8] UTILITY (Le, Tr, Rack) or touch “OK” (Classic, Studio, Extreme) and the
bank of combis will be loaded.

2. Load the single bank of Combis containing Chemistry 3 from .PCG:

a. Continuing from above, press the UP button to go backwards out of the file until
you reach the top level again and the UP button is grayed out.

b. Cursor to and select CHEM3KT.PCG. Press the OPEN button. You will see
“Combinations” and it should be highlighted.

c. Repeat the operations from step 1c ~ 1f to load the provided “Bank C” into the
bank of your choice (note: this would be a different bank than selected in step 1.)

3. Load the three Korg Karma Factory Program Banks A, B, C and Drum Kits A/B (if necessary)

a. Continuing from above, press the UP button to go backwards out of the file until
you reach the top level again and the UP button is grayed out.

b. Cursor to and select PRGPREKT.PCG.
c .  For Triton Le, Tr or Rack, press [F8] UTILITY and “Load selected” should be

highlighted. Then press [F8] UTILITY again. For Triton Classic, Studio or Extreme,
touch the Page Menu button and select “Load Selected.”

d. A dialog will pop up showing options for loading other files. It is not necessary to
checkmark any other options. Simply press [F8] UTILITY (Le, Tr, Rack) or touch “OK”
(Classic, Studio, Extreme) and the three banks of Programs and bank of Drum Kits
will be loaded.

4. Turn the Triton Off and then On again before playing your new sounds.
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How to load the “Chemistry 1 + 2 + Reincarnation 1 Package”

Files required:

CHEM12KT.PCG Combis for Chemistry 1 (0...63) and Chemistry 2 (64…127) in a single
bank.

REIN1KT.PCG Combis for Reincarnation 1 (0...63).

PRGPREKT.PCG Korg Karma Factory PRELOAD Programs A, B and C.

1. Load the single bank of Combis containing Chemistry 1 + 2 from .PCG:

a. Put the media containing the files into the Triton. Go to Disk/Media Mode [Load].
b. Cursor to and select CHEM12KT.PCG. Press the OPEN button. You will see

“Combinations” and it should be highlighted.
c. Press OPEN again. You will see “Bank C” and it should be highlighted.
d. For Triton Le, Tr or Rack, press [F8] UTILITY and “Load selected” should be

highlighted. Then press [F8] UTILITY again. For Triton Classic, Studio or Extreme,
touch the Page Menu button and select “Load Selected.”

e. A dialog will pop up allowing you to specify the Bank into which you would like to
load the combis. If you want them to go into Bank F (for example), you would set
this to Combi Bank F.

f. Press [F8] UTILITY (Le, Tr, Rack) or touch “OK” (Classic, Studio, Extreme) and the
bank of combis will be loaded.

2. Load the single bank of Combis containing Reincarnation 1 from .PCG:

a. Continuing from above, press the UP button to go backwards out of the file until
you reach the top level again and the UP button is grayed out.

b. Cursor to and select REIN1KT.PCG. Press the OPEN button. You will see
“Combinations” and it should be highlighted.

c. Repeat the operations from step 1c ~ 1f to load the provided “Bank C” into the
bank of your choice (note: this would be a different bank than selected in step 1.)

3. Load the three Korg Karma Factory Program Banks A, B, C and Drum Kits A/B (if necessary)

a. Continuing from above, press the UP button to go backwards out of the file until
you reach the top level again and the UP button is grayed out.

b. Cursor to and select PRGPREKT.PCG.
c .  For Triton Le, Tr or Rack, press [F8] UTILITY and “Load selected” should be

highlighted. Then press [F8] UTILITY again. For Triton Classic, Studio or Extreme,
touch the Page Menu button and select “Load Selected.”

d. A dialog will pop up showing options for loading other files. It is not necessary to
checkmark any other options. Simply press [F8] UTILITY (Le, Tr, Rack) or touch “OK”
(Classic, Studio, Extreme) and the three banks of Programs and bank of Drum Kits
will be loaded.

4. Turn the Triton Off and then On again before playing your new sounds.
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How to load the “Chemistry 1 + 3 + Reincarnation 1 Package”

Files required:

CHEM13KT.PCG Combis for Chemistry 1 (0...63) and Chemistry 3 (64…127) in a single
bank.

REIN1KT.PCG Combis for Reincarnation 1 (0...63).

PRGPREKT.PCG Korg Karma Factory PRELOAD Programs A, B and C.

1. Load the single bank of Combis containing Chemistry 1 + 3 from .PCG:

a. Put the media containing the files into the Triton. Go to Disk/Media Mode [Load].
b. Cursor to and select CHEM13KT.PCG. Press the OPEN button. You will see

“Combinations” and it should be highlighted.
c. Press OPEN again. You will see “Bank C” and it should be highlighted.
d. For Triton Le, Tr or Rack, press [F8] UTILITY and “Load selected” should be

highlighted. Then press [F8] UTILITY again. For Triton Classic, Studio or Extreme,
touch the Page Menu button and select “Load Selected.”

e. A dialog will pop up allowing you to specify the Bank into which you would like to
load the combis. If you want them to go into Bank F (for example), you would set
this to Combi Bank F.

f. Press [F8] UTILITY (Le, Tr, Rack) or touch “OK” (Classic, Studio, Extreme) and the
bank of combis will be loaded.

2. Load the single bank of Combis containing Reincarnation 1 from .PCG:

a. Continuing from above, press the UP button to go backwards out of the file until
you reach the top level again and the UP button is grayed out.

b. Cursor to and select REIN1KT.PCG. Press the OPEN button. You will see
“Combinations” and it should be highlighted.

c. Repeat the operations from step 1c ~ 1f to load the provided “Bank C” into the
bank of your choice (note: this would be a different bank than selected in step 1.)

3. Load the three Korg Karma Factory Program Banks A, B, C and Drum Kits A/B (if necessary)

a. Continuing from above, press the UP button to go backwards out of the file until
you reach the top level again and the UP button is grayed out.

b. Cursor to and select PRGPREKT.PCG.
c .  For Triton Le, Tr or Rack, press [F8] UTILITY and “Load selected” should be

highlighted. Then press [F8] UTILITY again. For Triton Classic, Studio or Extreme,
touch the Page Menu button and select “Load Selected.”

d. A dialog will pop up showing options for loading other files. It is not necessary to
checkmark any other options. Simply press [F8] UTILITY (Le, Tr, Rack) or touch “OK”
(Classic, Studio, Extreme) and the three banks of Programs and bank of Drum Kits
will be loaded.

4. Turn the Triton Off and then On again before playing your new sounds.
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How to load the “Chemistry 2 + 3 + Reincarnation 1 Package”

Files required:

CHEM23KT.PCG Combis for Chemistry 2 (0...63) and Chemistry 3 (64…127) in a single
bank.

REIN1KT.PCG Combis for Reincarnation 1 (0...63).

PRGPREKT.PCG Korg Karma Factory PRELOAD Programs A, B and C.

1. Load the single bank of Combis containing Chemistry 2 + 3 from .PCG:

a. Put the media containing the files into the Triton. Go to Disk/Media Mode [Load].
b. Cursor to and select CHEM23KT.PCG. Press the OPEN button. You will see

“Combinations” and it should be highlighted.
c. Press OPEN again. You will see “Bank C” and it should be highlighted.
d. For Triton Le, Tr or Rack, press [F8] UTILITY and “Load selected” should be

highlighted. Then press [F8] UTILITY again. For Triton Classic, Studio or Extreme,
touch the Page Menu button and select “Load Selected.”

e. A dialog will pop up allowing you to specify the Bank into which you would like to
load the combis. If you want them to go into Bank F (for example), you would set
this to Combi Bank F.

f. Press [F8] UTILITY (Le, Tr, Rack) or touch “OK” (Classic, Studio, Extreme) and the
bank of combis will be loaded.

2. Load the single bank of Combis containing Reincarnation 1 from .PCG:

a. Continuing from above, press the UP button to go backwards out of the file until
you reach the top level again and the UP button is grayed out.

b. Cursor to and select REIN1KT.PCG. Press the OPEN button. You will see
“Combinations” and it should be highlighted.

c. Repeat the operations from step 1c ~ 1f to load the provided “Bank C” into the
bank of your choice (note: this would be a different bank than selected in step 1.)

3. Load the three Korg Karma Factory Program Banks A, B, C and Drum Kits A/B (if necessary)

a. Continuing from above, press the UP button to go backwards out of the file until
you reach the top level again and the UP button is grayed out.

b. Cursor to and select PRGPREKT.PCG.
c .  For Triton Le, Tr or Rack, press [F8] UTILITY and “Load selected” should be

highlighted. Then press [F8] UTILITY again. For Triton Classic, Studio or Extreme,
touch the Page Menu button and select “Load Selected.”

d. A dialog will pop up showing options for loading other files. It is not necessary to
checkmark any other options. Simply press [F8] UTILITY (Le, Tr, Rack) or touch “OK”
(Classic, Studio, Extreme) and the three banks of Programs and bank of Drum Kits
will be loaded.

4. Turn the Triton Off and then On again before playing your new sounds.
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How to load the “Chemistry 1 + 2 + 3 + Reincarnation 1 Package”

Files required:

CHEM12KT.PCG Combis for Chemistry 1 (0...63) and Chemistry 2 (64…127) in a single
bank.

CH3RE1KT.PCG Combis for Chemistry 3 (0...63) and Reincarnation 1 (64...127) in a
single bank.

PRGPREKT.PCG Korg Karma Factory PRELOAD Programs A, B and C.

1. Load the single bank of Combis containing Chemistry 1 + 2 from .PCG:

a. Put the media containing the files into the Triton. Go to Disk/Media Mode [Load].
b. Cursor to and select CHEM12KT.PCG. Press the OPEN button. You will see

“Combinations” and it should be highlighted.
c. Press OPEN again. You will see “Bank C” and it should be highlighted.
d. For Triton Le, Tr or Rack, press [F8] UTILITY and “Load selected” should be

highlighted. Then press [F8] UTILITY again. For Triton Classic, Studio or Extreme,
touch the Page Menu button and select “Load Selected.”

e. A dialog will pop up allowing you to specify the Bank into which you would like to
load the combis. If you want them to go into Bank F (for example), you would set
this to Combi Bank F.

f. Press [F8] UTILITY (Le, Tr, Rack) or touch “OK” (Classic, Studio, Extreme) and the
bank of combis will be loaded.

2. Load the single bank of Combis containing Chemistry 3 and Reincarnation 1 from .PCG:

a. Continuing from above, press the UP button to go backwards out of the file until
you reach the top level again and the UP button is grayed out.

b. Cursor to and select CH3RE1KT.PCG. Press the OPEN button. You will see
“Combinations” and it should be highlighted.

c. Repeat the operations from step 1c ~ 1f to load the provided “Bank C” into the
bank of your choice (note: this would be a different bank than selected in step 1.)

3. Load the three Korg Karma Factory Program Banks A, B, C and Drum Kits A/B (if necessary)

a. Continuing from above, press the UP button to go backwards out of the file until
you reach the top level again and the UP button is grayed out.

b. Cursor to and select PRGPREKT.PCG.
c .  For Triton Le, Tr or Rack, press [F8] UTILITY and “Load selected” should be

highlighted. Then press [F8] UTILITY again. For Triton Classic, Studio or Extreme,
touch the Page Menu button and select “Load Selected.”

d. A dialog will pop up showing options for loading other files. It is not necessary to
checkmark any other options. Simply press [F8] UTILITY (Le, Tr, Rack) or touch “OK”
(Classic, Studio, Extreme) and the three banks of Programs and bank of Drum Kits
will be loaded.

4. Turn the Triton Off and then On again before playing your new sounds.
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Sending Programs, Combis and Drum Kits to the Korg Triton Series
from KARMA Triton Software With SysEx

You can send the PCG data with Sysex, instead of putting it on a floppy or other media – you
may not have access to a floppy drive or media card reader, for example.

Sending the Korg Karma Factory Preload Program
Banks to the Triton:
1 .  With KARMA Triton running, from the “SysEx”

Menu, choose “Send Performances…” Select the
“Bank Of Performances” tab.

2 .  Choose Source Bank “Karma Prog Bank A” and
Destination “Bank A. ”

3.  Click the “Execute” button to send the bank to
the TRITON (without closing the dialog).

4. When the bank is completed, switch the Source
to “Karma Prog Bank B” and the destination to
“Bank B” and repeat.

5. Repeat for Prog Bank C. You have now finished
the 3 Program Banks.

6. When you are finished, click the “Cancel” button
(red X) to close the SysEx dialog without sending
the bank again.

Sending the Korg Karma Factory Drum Kits to
the Triton:
1 .  From the SysEx Menu, choose “Send Drum

Kits…” Select the “Bank Of Drum Kits” tab,
and send the default setting (Drum Kits A/B:
0~15 -> A/B 0~15) by clicking the OK button
(green checkmark) which sends the data and
closes the dialog.

Sending the Karma-Lab Combi Collections to the
Triton:
1 .  From the “SysEx” Menu, choose “Send

Performances…” Select the “Bank Of Performances”
tab.

2. Choose which bank you want to load the Combis
into into, i.e. Bank C, D or F. For example, switch the
source to “[Chemistry 1] – C Bank” and the
Destination to “Bank C”.
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3. Click the “OK” button (green checkmark) to send the bank to the Triton and close the
dialog. You can also use the Execute button to keep the dialog open, so that you can send
another bank when finished.

To send into a different Combi Bank than C, D or F, first you must change the Bank numbering
inside the Performance Bank (in the KARMA Software).

1. For example, double-click the “[Chemistry X] - C Bank” row in the KDF Window, which will
open the Performance Bank Display.

2. Change the “Bank Type” menu in the upper right corner to the desired bank (for example,
Combi E) and answer “OK” to the warning dialog asking you if you want to renumber the
bank.

3. Then re-open the “Send Performances…” dialog and send the renumbered bank to the
destination bank that matches what you changed it to (i.e. Combi E).
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